
See why thousands of organizations use Spark Hire’s 
video interviewing platform to make better, more 
collaborative, and quicker hiring decisions.

“Meet” Candidates Faster 
Than Ever Before

Why video interviews?
Spark Hire is more than just a solution for connecting remotely with your candidates.

Screen candidates more efficiently

Reduce time spent on scheduling preliminary interviews

Candidates record interviews anytime, anywhere

Watch a few minutes of video instead of a 30-minute phone 
screen

Foster better collaboration with hiring 
managers

Instantly share recorded interviews with hiring managers

Get feedback via ratings and comments

Your hiring team stays on the same page



The Spark Hire platform
If you’re looking for a video interviewing solution that balances simplicity with all the features you need to achieve your goals, 

look no further.

What customers are saying
Discover why customers rate Spark Hire as the #1 video interviewing platform on major software review sites.

Gain more insight into candidates in 
a fraction of the time by having 

candidates self-record video answers 
to your interview questions.

Interview candidates in real-time no 
matter where they are and record 
the interview so it can be referred 

back to at a later time.

Build your candidate experience 
from the ground up, so interviews 
are consistent and personalized.

One-Way Video Interviews Live Video Interviews Branding

“We screen candidates 6x faster 
with Spark Hire. As a result, 

we’ve saved countless hours 
and thousands of dollars.”

Kris Benge
Fidelity & Guaranty Life

“Since we started using Spark 
Hire, there has been a noticeable 
decrease in the time-to-fill a job, 

with a better quality of hire.”

Melissa Sloane
The Star Casino

“Our typical recruiting projects 
are time-sensitive. Using Spark 

Hire, we’re able to fill our 
requisitions in half the time.”

Michelle Goodson
ORAU

Ready to start streamlining your interviews like 6,000+ Spark Hire customers?
Discover why customers rate Spark Hire as the #1 video interviewing platform on major software review sites.

Get a Demo

https://www.sparkhire.com/request-a-demo?utm_source=onepager&utm_campaign=brandvideo

